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CHRISTOPHER KING 

ABSTRACT. A simple relationship is presented between the Kauffman polyno-
mial of a framed link L and the Jones polynomial of a derived link I. The 
link is I obtained by splitting each component of L into two parallel strands, 
using the framing to determine the linking number of the strands. The relation 
is checked in several nontrivial examples, and a proof of the general result is 
given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Shortly after V. Jones discovered a new polynomial invariant VL(t) for ori-
ented links [1], several generalizations were found. One of these was the two-
variable Kauffman polynomial FL(a, x) [2]. It was quickly realized that this 
polynomial, when restricted to a one-dimensional subset of its parameter space, 
reproduces the Jones polynomial [3]. Specifically, 
(1.1) VL(t) = FL(t-3/4, _(t-l/4 + t1/4)). 

In this paper we introduce a new relationship between the Jones and Kauff-
man polynomials. It differs substantially from the relation just stated, because 
it relates the Jones and Kauffman polynomials of different links. It is easiest to 
state for a knot, so we will explain this case first. 

Suppose K is a knot, that is, an embedding of SI in 1R3 • Imagine now 
that this knot is constructed from a closed piece of string, and that the string 
is itself composed of two parallel, braided strands. As long as the strands are 
stuck together, we perceive a single closed loop. However, if the strands be-
come unstuck and then separate, we obtain a link K with two components. 
For example, Figure 1.1 shows the unknot and a link obtained from it by the 
procedure described. The main result in this paper is a relationship between 
the Kauffman polynomial of K and the Jones polynomial of K. 

There is some ambiguity in the procedure described above. Firstly, we will 
be concerned throughout with oriented links, and so we must specify how the 
orientations of K and K are related. We will always assume that the strands 
in K are oriented so that when they are stuck together to make the knot K, 
their directions are parallel and agree with the orientation of K. The link fj 
in Figure 1.1 illustrates this. 
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u u 
FIGURE 1.1. The unknot U and a link fj 
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FIGURE 1.2. Conventions for the linking number 

Secondly, we must specify how the two strands in K are braided together 
to make the single loop of string. This braiding is completely described by an 
integer f, which is the Gauss linking number of the two strands. Recall that 
the linking number of two oriented knots K 1 , K2 is defined as follows [2]. In 
a regular projection of the link, we assign a number e(p) = ±1 to each point 
p where KI and K2 cross, according to the conventions in Figure 1.2. The 
linking number is then defined to be 

( 1.2) 

It is easy to check that w(KI , K 2) is invariant under the Reidemeister moves 
and hence is a link invariant. As an example, the linking number of the strands 
in fj in Figure 1.1 is f = 3. 

Once we specify K and the linking number f, this uniquely determines K . 
Therefore it is natural to think of K as a framed knot, and we will do so from 
now on. We will always assume that the framing is equal to the linking number 
of the strands in K. 

We can now state our first main theorem. 

Theorem 1. Let K be an oriented. framed knot. with framing number f. Let 
K be the two-component link obtained as described above. Then 

(1.3) tl (l + t + r l )FK (it-2 , i(t - t- I )) = _(t1/2 + t- I / 2)VK(t) - t3/• 

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in §3. Before proceeding, we present some 
examples which test (1.3). First of all, when K is the unknot U, we have the 
situation depicted in Figure 1.1. It is easy to compute the Jones polynomial for 
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FIGURE 1.3. The trefoil and a derived link 
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FIGURE 1.4. A link and two of its sublinks 

fj with an arbitrary framing I, and it is given by 
(1.4) Vu(() = _((1/2 + (-1/2)-I((3f + (f+1 + (f + (f- I ). 

Since U is the unknot, Fu = 1, and we see that (1.3) is verified. 
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A more formidable test is provided by the example in Figure 1.3, where T 
is the trefoil. In this case, the Kauffman polynomial of K is easily computed, 
and we obtain 
(1.5) FT (it- 2 , i(( - (-I)) = (11 _ (10 _ (9 + (8 _ [7 + (5 + (2. 

The Jones polynomial of T can be computed with some difficulty, and we 
obtain 
(1.6) _(t1/2 + (-1/2)VT(() = (15 - (13 _ t l2 _ (II + t 9 + t 8 + t 7 + (6 + (5 + t4. 

From Figure 1.3 we can read off the linking number and we get I = 3. The 
reader can check that (1.3) is satisfied when (1.5) and (1.6) are substituted in. 

We will now describe the corresponding result for a general framed link L. 
Once again, we want to separate each component of L into two parallel strands. 
So we will need to specify an integer for each component of L, which will equal 
the linking number of the two strands in that component. This is equivalent to 
saying that L is a framed link. 

Suppose the components of L are {CI , ... , Cn } , and I( Ck ) is the framing 
of the component Ck • We will write w( Ck , C[) for the linking number of the 
components Ck and C,. Furthermore, we will want to consider sublinks of 
L, obtained by removing from L some of its components, without disturbing 
the others. Some examples are shown in Figure 1.4. 
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Given a subset J of {CI , ... , Cn} , we will write J c L to indicate that J 
is a sublink of L. Given a sublink J, we define 

(1.7) 

( 1.8) n(J) = L w(Ck , C/). 
k,/:CkEJ 

C{EJ 

We want to allow J to be the empty set, in which case (1.7) and (1.8) are 
zero. As usual, we will denote by IJI the cardinality of J, and by JC the 
complement of J. Finally, we adopt the convention that when J = 0 is the 
empty set 

(1.9) 

Theorem 2. Let L be a framed, oriented link. Then with the notation and 
conventions defined above. 

(1 + t + t- l )t!(L)-4n(L)FL(it-2, i(t - t-I)) 
( 1.10) = (t1/2 + t- I /2 ) L(-1)IJ1t3!(F)-6n(J)Vy(t). 

JCL 

This result will be proved in §3. Notice that if L has n components, the 
right-hand side of (1.10) has 2n terms. Also when n is one, Theorem 2 reduces 
to Theorem 1. 

Once again, we present some test examples. When L is composed of k 
unlinked unknots, each with zero framing, the left-hand side of (1.10) is 

(1.11) 

The right-hand side of (1.10) is 

(t1/2 + t- I / 2 ) L (-1 )IJI (-1 )(t l / 2 + t- I/2)-1 (2 + t + t- I )IJI 
JcL 

(1.12) = (_l)k+1 L(_1)WI(2+t+t- I )IJI 
JcL 

= (-1)k+I(2 + t + t- I - l)k. 

A less trivial example is provided by the two-component link in Figure 1.5. We 
denote by CI and C2 the left- and right-hand components of L, and then we 
have 

( 1.13) 

The left-hand side of (1.10) is easily computed, and we get 

(1.14) (1 + t + t- l )t-4FL(it-2, i(t - rl)) = -(1 + t + t- l )t-4(t7 + t4 + t). 
The right-hand side of (1.10) has four terms 

( 1.15) 
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FIGURE 1.5. Two linked circles and a derived link 

By explicit computation, we get 

(t1/2 + t- I / 2) viet) = -(t lO + t9 + t8 + 3t7 + 4t6 + 3t5 + t4 + t3 + t2) , 
( 1.16) 

VCl (t) = VCz (t) = _(t l /2 + t- I / 2) , V0 (t) = _(t1/2 + t- I /2)-I. 
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The reader can check that when (1.16) is substituted into (1.15), we reproduce 
(1.14). 

In terms of utility, Theorem 2 is back to front. It expresses a specialization 
of the Kauffman polynomial of a link L in terms of the Jones polynomials of 
more complicated links. However, the relation can be inverted to express viet) 
in terms of the Kauffman polynomials of L, and its sublinks. This time we use 
the convention that 
( 1.17) 

Theorem 3. 
(t l /2 + t- I /2)t-6n(LlVi(t) 

(1.18) = (1 + t + rl) L (-1 )IJltf(Jl+3f(JCl-4n(Jl FJ(ir2 , i(t - t- I )). 

JCL 

The proofs of Theorems 1, 2, 3 are presented in §3. They are completely 
elementary in the sense that they use only the crossing relations which serve 
as definitions of the Jones and Kauffman polynomials. A good review of these 
relations can be found in [2, 4]. 

The author was led to search for relations of this kind after studying the 
representations of the braid group which lead to link invariants [5-9]. In par-
ticular, these representations arise in conformal field theory [10, 11]. The idea 
of "fusion" in conformal field theory is closely related to the process of going 
from a two-stranded link K to a knot K , as described at the beginning of this 
section. 

2. CROSSING RELATIONS FOR THE JONES POLYNOMIAL 

In this section we derive new crossing relations for the Jones polynomial. 
These are the essential ingredients in the proof of Theorem 2. 

We begin by recalling the usual crossing relations for the Jones polynomial. 
These include the original relation stated by Jones [1], as well as later additions 
by Birman and Kanenobu [12]. Suppose three links L+, L_ and Lo differ only 
at one crossing, in the manner indicated in Figure 2.1. Then the corresponding 
link polynomials satisfy the relation 

(2.1) VL+ = t2VL - t l /2(1- t)VLo' 
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FIGURE 2.1. Crossings for the Jones polynomial 

(a) 

~ 
(b) 

FIGURE 2.2. Loo for (a) Case 1 and (b) Case 2 

Together with the relation Vu = 1 for the unknot U, this suffices to deter-
mine VL(t) for any link L. As Birman pointed out, there is another relation 
satisfied by VL(t). This divides into two cases, as follows. 

Case 1. The two links in L+ shown in Figure 2.1 belong to the same component 
of L+. In this case, we introduce a new link Loo as shown in Figure 2.2(a). 

Notice that the orientation of some links have been changed. Also the two 
lines in Lo shown in Figure 2.1 belong to different components now. Let A. be 
the linking number of the right-hand component with the rest of Lo. Then 

(2.2) VL+ = tVL + (1 - t)t3A.VLoo . 

Case 2. The two lines in L+ shown in Figure 2.1 belong to different compo-
nents. In this case, we define the link Loo as indicated in Figure 2.2(b). Also, 
let Il be the linking number of the bottom right to top left component of L+ 
shown in Figure 2.1 with the rest of L+. Then 

(2.3) VL+ = tVL + (1 - t)t3(J./-1/2JVLoo . 

Using (2.1) and (2.2), we can deduce the following further relations for Case 
1. 

(2.4) VL+ = -t1/2VLo - t3A.+1VLoo ' VL = -r1/2vLo - t3A.- 1VLoo . 

Similarly in Case 2 we have 

(2.5) 

Our new relations will concern crossings of pairs of lines, which arise when a 
link L is replaced by i. The diagrams corresponding to Figure 2.1 are shown 
in Figure 2.3. The relations satisfied by Vz+ (t) and VL (t) separate into the 
two cases described previously. We will state and prove the result for Case 1 
first, and then the result for Case 2. 
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L 

FIGURE 2.3. Crossings in L 

))(( 
FIGURE 2.4. Crossings in Lo, LXl for Case 1 

Case 1. In order to simplify the notation, we will let C+ denote the component 
of L+ which contains the line segments shown in Figure 2.1, and let M denote 
the remainder of L+. This allows us to write L+ = Mu C+ . Similarly we write 

The link Lo has two components corresponding to C+. We call these CL 
and C R , for the left- and right-hand sides shown in Figure 2.1. Then 

Lo = M U CL U CR. 

The corresponding crossings in Lo and Loo are shown in Figure 2.4. In 
addition, we will also encounter links in which one of the components CL 
or CR has been removed. The doubled links will be denoted LL and LR 
respectively. When both components CL and CR are removed, the doubled 
link is just M. 

In order to state our results, we also need to specify some linking numbers 
and framings. We define 

0: = W(CL, CR), 

(2.6) wdM) = W(CL, M) = L w(CL , Ck ), 

wR(M) = w(CR , M). 

Also we define the framings on C Land C R to be 

(2.7) 

Using these values, we can compute the framings of C+, C_ and Coo. The 
results are 

(2.8) f(C+) = fL + fR + 20: + 1, f(C-) = fL + fR + 20: - 1, 
f(Coo ) = fL + fR - 20:. 
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FIGURE 2.5. Crossings in Lo, Loo for Case 2 

Our first result is the following: 

Proposition 2.1. 
(2.9) 

t- 3 V- (t) - t3 v- (t) L+ L_ 

= (t - t- I HtIZa+IZwR(M)v- (t) - V~ (t) + t3fR+6a+6wR(M)V~ (t) 
Loa Lo LL 

+ t 3fL +6a+6wL(M) Vi)t) - 2t3fL+3fR+6a+6wdM)+6wR(M) Vif(t)}. 

Proof. The proof follows by a sequence of applications of the crossing relations 
(2.1 )-(2.5). We will indicate the steps in the computation by using diagrams 
to represent link polynomials. These diagrams will be called D I , Dz , ••• , DIS 
in the following equations. They are shown in Figure 2.6. First we apply (2.1) 
and (2.2) to VZ+ (t) and VZ_ (t) . 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

DI = t 3D z + (1 - t)t7/Zt3fL+3fR+6a+6wdM)+6WR(M)D3 

- (1 - t)t l / Z D4• 

Ds = t- 3 D z - (1 - t)t-9/Zt3fL+3!R+6a+6wL(M)+6wR(M) D6 

+ (1- t)t- 3/zD7 . 

Combining the expressions in (2.10) and (2.11) we get 

(2.12) + (1 - t)t-3/Zt3fL+3fR+6a+6wdM)+6wR(M) D6 

- (1 - t)t- S/ ZD 4 - (1 - t)t3/zD 7 . 

Now we use (2.4) twice on each term in (2.12). As an example, we write out 
the result of this for the first diagram on the right-hand side of (2.12). 

(2.13) 
D3 = t- 3/ Zt- 3fL -6wdM) Dg - t- I/ Zt- 3fL -6WL(M) D9 

- t- 3/ Zt- 3!R-6wR(M) DIO + t- 3/ Z( 1 + t). 

In the second term on the right side of (2.13), the component CR has been 
removed completely from the link. The diagram therefore represents VZL (t) . 
Similarly CL has been removed in the third term, and both CL and CR have 
been removed in the fourth term. The corresponding polynomials are VZR (t) 
and Vif(t) , respectively. 
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FIGURE 2.6. Diagrams for link polynomials in Case 1 

Performing the same expansion for the other terms in (2.12) and combining 
the results, we get the following: 
(2.14) 

t-3V-:- (t)-t3V- (t) L+ L_ 

= (t - r I ){ t 3fR+6,,+6wR(M) V-:- (t) + t 3fL +6,,+6wL(M) V- (t)} 
LL LR 

+ (1 - t)t-I/2{t3fR+6,,+6WR(M) (t-1/2DS + t l /2D ll ) - (t-IDI2 + tDl3 )} 

- 2(t - t- I )t3/L +3/R+6,,+6wL(M)+6wR(M) VM(t). 

A final application of (2.4) gives the following identity: 

(2.15) 
t3fR+6,,+6wR(M) (t-1/2 Ds + t'/2 D ll ) - (t-I D12 + tDl3 ) 

= (t1/2 + rl/2)(DI4 - t I2,,+12wR(M) DIS)' 

The first and second diagrams on the right side of (2.15) represent VZo and 
VZ"" respectively. Substituting (2.15) into (2.14), we obtain the result (2.9). 
Q.E.D. 

Case 2. In this case, the link L+ shown in Figure 2.1 has two components 
displayed. We will denote by C1 the component going from the bottom right 
to the top left, and by C2 the other component. Once again, the remainder of 
L+ is denoted by M, so we have 
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FIGURE 2.7. Diagrams for link polynomials in Case 2 

The doubled links Lo and Loo are shown in Figure 2.5. We will need the 
following linking numbers and framings: 

P=W(CI ,C2), 
(2.16) wI(M) = w(CI , M), w2(M) = w(C2, M), 

fi = f(Cd, fi = f(C2 ). 

Computing the framings in Co and Coo, we get 
(2.17) f( Co) = fi + fi + 2P - 1 , f(Coo ) = fi + fi - 2P + 1. 
We now have our second result. 
Proposition 2.2. 
(2.18) t-3y_ (t) - t 3y_ (t) = (t - t-l){tI2P-6+12WI(M}V-:- (t) - V-:- (tn. 

L+ L_ Loo Lo 
Proof. Once again, the proof involves application of the identities (2.1), (2.3), 
(2.5). We present the main steps in the computation below. There are some 
new diagrams D16 , ••• ,D21 which are shown in Figure 2.7. 
(2.19) DI = t 3D 2 + (1 - t)t-5/2t3fi+6P+6WI(M}DI6 - (1 - t)t l /2D 4. 

(2.20) D5 = r3D2 - (1 - t)t-9/2t3fi+6P+6wl(M}D17 + (1 - t)r3/2D 7. 

As an example, we give the expansion of the second term in (2.19) below. 
DI6 = r3fi+6P+6wl(M}DI8 - t 3/2D19 

- t5/2r3fl+3h-6wl(M)+6w2(M} D20 + t 3/2(1 + t)t3h+6W2(M}. 
(2.21 ) 

In the second term on the right in (2.21), the component CI has been re-
moved from L+. Similarly in the third term, C2 has been removed, and both 
CI and C2 are absent in the fourth term. 

Making similar expansions for the other terms in (2.19) and (2.20), we deduce 
the following relation: 

t-3V-:- (t) - t 3V-:- (t) = (1 - t)rl/2{tI2P-6+12wl(M}(t-ID21 + tD18 ) 
(2.22) L+ L 

-(t- ID12 + tD13n· 
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One last application of (2.5) to each term in (2.22) produces the desired result 
(2.18). Q.E.D. 

3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 

Since Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 2, we need only establish the 
result stated in Theorem 2. We do this by using the results from §2 to analyze 
the right-hand side of (1.10), and prove that it satisfies the crossing relations of 
the Kauffman polynomial. In §2, we stated the usual crossing relations for the 
Jones polynomial. The corresponding relations for the Kauffman polynomial 
separate into the same two cases [3]. 

Case 1. With the same notation as in §2, 

Case 2. Again with the same notation, 

As mentioned before, we will prove Theorem 2 by showing that the expres-
sion (1.10) satisfies the relations (3.1) and (3.2) which define the Kauffman 
polynomial. As a first step, we will show that the expression (1.10) transforms 
correctly when the framing of the link is changed. For this, it is sufficient to 
consider what happens when the framing of one component in L changes by 
one. We will list the components of L as {C1 , ••• , Cn }, and then f(Ck ) is 
the framing of the component Ck . Also w(Ck , C/) is the linking number of 
components Ck and C/. If M is a sublink of L which does not contain Ck , 
we will write 

(3.3) w(Ck , M) = L w(Ck , C/). 
/:CIEM 

Suppose now that we single out one component Ck whose framing we want 
to change. Then we can rewrite the right-hand side of (1.10) as follows: 

(t l / 2 + t- I / 2) L(_1)IJlt3!CJC)-6nCJ)V;{t) 
JCL 

= (t1/2 + t- I / 2) L (_1)IMI{t3!C\M)-6nCM)VM(t) 
McL\Ck 

(3.4) _ t3!CL\M)-3!CCkl-6nCMUCk) v- - (tn 
MUCk 

= (t1/2 + t- I / 2) L (_1)IMlt3!CL\M)-6nCM) 

MCL\Ck 

Now we can use the relation (2.2) to see what happens when the framing on 
Ck is changed. Suppose that the two strands in Ck are twisted as shown in 
Figure 3.1 (a). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 3.1. Changing framing by one 

By applying (2.2), we get a relation between the Jones polynomials of the 
three links shown in Figure 3.1. Clearly the framing in (b) is one less than in 
(a). Also, since Ck is composed of two parallel strands, the diagram in (c) 
collapses down to the unknot. Let us denote by Cfc the two strands shown in 
Figure 3.1(b), whose linking number is f(Ck ) - 1. Applying (2.2) gives 

(3.5) 

Substituting (3.5) into (3.4) gives 

(t1/2 + r1/2)t L (_1)IMlt3f(L\M)-6n(M) 

(3.6) MCL\Ck 

x {V-(t) - t-3[f(Ckl-11-6w(CkoM)V- - (t)} 
M MUC~ . 

Apart from the overall factor of t, (3.6) is the right-hand side of (1.10) 
corresponding to the framed link L with the framing of Ck reduced by one. 
Furthermore, the left-hand side of (1.10) also changes by a factor of t when 
f(Ck ) is reduced by one. Therefore if (1.10) holds for any particular choice of 
framing, it also holds for all other framings. 

We now tum to the proof of Theorem 2. We will choose a particular framing 
which simplifies the proof, and then appeal to the previous argument to de-
rive the general result. We will consider separately the two cases distinguished 
earlier. 

Case 1. We will use the same notation introduced for Case 1 in §2. We choose 
the framings !L and fR to be zero, and also choose each component of M 
to have zero framing. We can now compute the following relations between 
linking numbers: 

(3.7) 
n(L+) = n(L_) = n(M) + wL(M) + wR(M) , 

n(Lo) = n(M) + wL(M) + wR(M) + a, 
n(Loo) = n(M) + wL(M) - wR(M). 

Similar relations hold if M is replaced by any sub link J of M, and if L+ 
is replaced by J U C+ , etc. We will now write down the four expressions which 
(1.10) provides for the four links L+, L_, Lo and Loo. We again collect 
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terms together in the manner of (3.4). The left-hand side will be denoted F+, 
F_, Fo and Foo respectively. For convenience, we will write g instead of 
(t1/2 + rl/2)(1 + t + rl)-I. 

(Ad 

t1+2a-4n(M)-4wL(M)-4wR(M) F+ 

= g L (_I)IJI{t3+6a-6n(J)Vy{t) 

JCM 

r 1+2a-4n(M)-4wdM)-4wR(M) F_ 

= g L (_I)IJI{t-3+6a-6n(J)Vy(t) 

JCM 

t-4n(M)-4wL(M)-4wR(M)-4a Fo 

= g '" (_I)IJI{t-6n(J)V,(t) - C 6n(J)-6wL(J)V- - (t) L.J J JuCL 
(A3) JcM 

t-2a-4n(M)-4wdM)+4wR(M) F 00 

= g L (_I)IJI{t-6a- 6n(J)Vy{t) 

JcM 

- t-6n(J)-6wL(J)+6wR(J) VYucoo (t)}. 

Our strategy now is to show that F+, F_, Fo and Foo satisfy the crossing 
relation (3.1). In order to do this, we consider the following combination of 
expressions (Ad and (A2): 

t- 3A I - t 3A 2 = -g L (_I)IJlt-6n(J)-6wdJ)-6WR(J) 

(3.8) JcM 

Now we use the result of Proposition 2.1, applying it to J U C+ and J U C_ . 
Recall that fL and fR are zero. 

(3.9) 

t-3 Al - t 3 A2 = (t - t-I)g L (_I)IJlc6n(J)-6wd J)-6wR(J) 

JCM 

x {V- - - (t) + 2t6a+6wdJ)+6WR(J)V,(t) 
JUCLUCR J 
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Combining expressions (A3) and (A4), we also have 

(3.10) 

t6a A3 + t 12a A4 
= g '" (-1)IJlt-6n(J){2t6aVr{t) - t6a-6wL(J)V- - (t) 
~ J JUCL 
JeM 

- t6a-6wR(J) V- - (t) 
JUCR 

+ r6wLtJ)-6wR(J) V- - - (t) 
JUCLUCR 

- tI2a-6wLtJ)+6wR(J) V- - (t)} JUCoo • 

Combining (3.9) and (3.10), we deduce that 

(3.11) 

Inserting the left sides of the expressions into (3.11), we deduce the relation 

(3.12) 
t2a-4n(M)-4WL(M)-4WR(M){r2F+ _ t2F_} 

= (t - rl)t2a-4n(M)-4wL(M)-4WR(M){Fo + t8a:t-8wR(M)Foo}. 

Now recall that in (3.1), A is the linking number of C R with M U C L , and 
this is 0: + wR(M) . Therefore if we define 

(3.13) a = it-2 , 

we deduce from (3.12) that 

which is the desired result. 

Case 2. Again we use the notation described in §2 for Case 2. Now we will 
choose fi and fi to be zero, and also we choose zero framing for every com-
ponent in M. The following relations now follow from explicit computations: 

(3.14) 

n(L+) = n(M) + wI(M) + w2(M) + p, 
n(L_) = n(M) + wI(M) + w2(M) + p - 1, 
n(Lo) = n(M) + WI (M) + w2(M) , 

n(Loo) = n(M) - WI (M) + w2(M). 

We can now write down the expressions which (1.10) provides for the links 
L+, L_, Lo, Loo, 
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t-4n(M)-4wl (M)-4w2(M)-4P F+ 

= g L (-I)IJI{r 6n(J)vy(t) - t-6n(J)-6WJ(J)VYUCl(t) 

(B I ) JCM 
- t-6n(J)-6wM) V- - (t) 

JUC2 
+ t-6n(J)-6w l (J)-6W2(J)-6P VYUC+ (t)}. 

t-4n(M)-4wl (M)-4w2(M)-4P+4 F_ 

= g L (_I)IJI{r6n(J)vy(t) - t-6n(J)-6WJ(J)VyucY) 

JCM 
- t-6n(J)-6wM) V- - (t) 

JuC2 
+ r6n(J)-6WIt!)-6WM)-6P+6Vyuc_ (tn. 

t2p-I-4n(M)-4wl (M)-4w2(M) Fo 

= g L (_I)IJI{t6P-3-6n(J)Vy(t) 

JcM 

_ t-6n(J)-6wl (J)-6W2(J) V- - (t)} 
JuCo . 

t-2p+I-4n(M)+4wl(M)-4w2(M) Foo 

= g L (_I)IJI{t-6P+3-6n(J)Vy(t) 

JCM 
- r6n(J)+6wl(J)-6w2(J) V- - (t)} 

JUCoo • 

Taking linear combinations, we deduce 

BI - B2 = g L (_I)IJlt-6n(J)-6WIt!)-6w2(J)-6P+3 

(3.15) JCM 

Again using the result of Proposition 2.2, we get 

BI - B2 = (t - t-I)g L (_I)IJlt-6P+3-6n(J)-6WIt!)-6w2(J) 

(3.16) JCM 

x {t12P-6+12WIt!)V_ - (t) - V- - (tn. 
JUCoo JuCo 

Furthermore, we also have the relation 

t-6P+ 3 B3 - t 6P- 3 B4 

(3.17) = g "" (_I)IJI{t6P-3-6n(J)+6WIt!)-6w2(J)V_ - (t) L..J JUCoo 
JCM 

- r6P+3-6n(J)-6wl (J)-6W2(J) VYuco (t)}. 

Combining (3.16) and (3.17) we deduce 

(3.18) 

321 
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Next we substitute the left-hand sides of the expressions into (3.18). After some 
cancellation this reduces to 
(3.19) t-2F+ - t2F_ = (t - t-I){Fo - tSP+SWt(Ml-4Foo}. 

Comparing this with (3.2), we see that f.l is the linking number of CI with 
M U C2 , and this is P + WI (M) . Therefore defining a and x by (3.13), we get 

aF+ + a-IF_ = x(Fo + a-4/J+2 Foo). 

Therefore we have verified the crossing relations for FL in the expression 
(1.10). From the first example given in the introduction, we know that Fu is 
one, where U is the unknot. Therefore FL is the Kauffman polynomial. 

Finally we prove Theorem 3. This follows by substituting the right-hand side 
of (1.10) into (1.18). This gives 

(t1/2 + t- I /2) L (_1)IJlt3!(JOl L (_1) IM1 t 3!(J\Ml-6n(Ml VM(t) 
JeL MeJ 

= (t1/2 + t- I/2) L(-l)IJI L (_1)IMlt3!(L\Ml-6n(MlVM(t) 
JeL MeJ 

(3.20) 

= (t1/2 + rl/2) L (-1) 1M1 t3!(M"l-6n(MlVM(t) L (_l)INI+IMI. 
MeL NeL\M 

However we have the identity 

(3.21) L (_l)INI = 0, 
NeL\M 

unless L = M, in which case (3.21) is one. Substituting into (3.20) yields the 
left-hand side of (1.18), and this proves Theorem 3. 
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